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QA) Read the following passage and answer the following questions : 5 Marks

Q1)With whom was the court room packed ? (1)
Q2) What did Qazi do on entering the court ? (1)
Q3)Write the opposite from the passage:- (1)

a) unpacked x b) low x
Q4) What happened when Sultan Ghiyasuddin entered the courtroom ? (2)

QB) Read the following passage and answer the following questions: 5 Marks

Q1)The ostrich makes its nest __________( Write the correct option) (1)
a) in a shallow pond.
b) in a shallow hole made in the ground.
c) in a park.

Q2) The female birds lays about _________ eggs. (1)
a) twelve b) six c) three

Q3) What helps the ostrich to escape from the enemies? (1)
Q4) If you were a bird which bird you would like to be and why? (2)

QC) Do as directed : 8 Marks

1) Name the following : (2)
a) Two rivers
b) Two festivals

The courtroom was packed with people. Everyone was eager to
see what would happen. The Qazi entered and took his place on the
high seat of honour. In a little while, Sultan Ghiyasuddin entered the
courtroom. Everyone stood up to show respect to the Sultan, but the
Qazi did not get up. The Sultan stood in the docks and the trial began.

The tallest bird in the world today is the ostrich.It
depends on its keen eyesight and powerful legs to help it
escape from the enemies.Its wings are not well-developed.

The ostrich makes its nest in a shallow hole made in
the ground.The female bird normally lays about half a dozen
eggs.These eggs takes six weeks to hatch.
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2) Write plural of: (1)
a) potato b) foot
3) Fill in the blanks with possessive pronouns: (2)
a) My pencil is broken .Can I borrow _________?
b) That car belongs to me .That car is ___________.
4) Change the gender and rewrite the sentences: (2)
a) The tigress hid in the tall grass.
b) The queen was crowned today.
5) Fill in the blanks with suitable collective nouns:( bundle , band , gang , team ) (1)
a) A cricket ________ has eleven players.
b) We have a ____________ of musicians in our school.

QD) Read the conversation and write thecorrect option :- 3 Marks

1) __________people are participating in this conversation. (1)
a) Three b) Four c) Two d) Five

2) Clouds look like a flock of _____. (1)
a) black sheep b) long tail c) small bird d) white sheep

3) Collection of sheep is known as ____________. (1)
a) group b) flock c) gang d) team

QE) Observe the given picture and develop a story based on it : 5 Marks

QF) Write 10 to 12 lines on (Any one) :- 4 Marks

A) Rakshabandhan OR B) Importance of rivers and how can we save it.

Zeba: What do you see there up in the sky ?
Sara: I can see the white clouds in the blue sky.
Zeba: Yes,they look just like a flock of white sheep.
Sara: And what do you see ?
Zeba : Look at those small flying things.Do you think they are birds ?
Sara :No,they look like paper kites. They have such long tails.
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